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10 *te '•«• ■“» « “ *“■'»” »» >■*.<• correct single-spaced but 

d0 that t0 meet “y own need;; and limitations. 

-athoueh I am certain it ie cor, than you wanted, while I »„ .. ;[l z ^ „ 

™ko an archival record and to to have to do this a second tin. for that purpose.1 

nope this does not make any problem for you„ 

heading this kina of to me really evil junk unpleasant. I don't Ind the 

cribbing and haven't for years, although early on I did. 1 did not not. ,11 that 1 

detected in this, tier do I care about being called a connercialiser of tins great 

tragedy; and I wasn't and couldn't be, by a whore who winds up sawng he is entitled 

to commercialize it. 

It is because there i, no reasonable doubt. "*oore knew erectly what he was doing 

and intended doing and that he will he deceiving .„d misleading .11 tfese fooli.h enough 

to buy las book. Wot foolish. Unfortunate. 

The average reader is not usually in a po.ition to evaluate what writers say 

on this subject. 

And it was a turning point in history. 

If anything is unclear, and aside from my expression if you a» not familiar with 

the literature it can be, by all means ask me and I'll try to exhlain T-„ c 
“ -- L-y xo explain. I've made a separate 

.lie on this and will keep it on my desk for a while do I'll be able to retrieve it 

easily and rapidly. 

If ha responds to my letter with anything that might be of interest, I'll send 

you a sopy.I sent ±t to the Port Worth post office box on his letterhead. 

Meanwhile, if you see anything that might be of archival value, I'd. appreciate 

a copy. 

Best wishes. 

Kjour^f 
Harold Weisberg 


